
HOUSE RULES RADIO RADIO



By entering the establishment, you are agreeing to the in-house regulations set by 
Radio Radio

 Minimum age of entry is 21, ID required
 Directions from Radio Radio personnel must be followed strictly

 A visitation obligation applies when entering the establishment
 Coats and bags must be stored in lockers. Radio Radio BV is not responsible for 

loss, theft or damage to goods
 Visitors who are visibly under the influence of alcohol or drugs will be 

refused entry
 In order to guarantee a good atmosphere in Radio Radio, access can be refused 

in the event of aggression, in tone or attitude. We expect a tolerant attitude 
towards other visitors from our visitors. Radio Radio is a safe place for 

everyone, regardless of race, sex, culture or gender identity
 Behavior that is seen by other visitors or staff members as aggressive, 

intimidating or threatening will be removed. In case of removal, access will be 
denied in the future

 We ask you to warn our employees if a visitor has become unwell
 We ask that you notify our employees if you notice any problems or misconduct. 

Never intervene yourself
 Radio Radio BV reserves the right to refuse groups

 Violations of the law or crimes are reported to the police. The use or trading 
of (hard) drugs is strictly prohibited. In case of established use of (hard) drugs, 
removal will follow. The police will be called in if the trade or possession of 
more than the legally permitted amounts of hard drugs is established. In all 

cases, the goods found will be seized and handed over to the police

 Striking, stabbing or firearms are prohibited and -if found- handed over to the 
police and a report is immediately made. In this case, access is also denied

 Radio Radio BV is not liable for any form of personal and/or material damage 
that you as a visitor may incur during your visit. Staying at Radio Radio is entirely 

at your own risk. Radio Radio is not liable for any form of damage (both short 
and long term) to your hearing. We therefore advise you to use earplugs. These 

earplugs are for sale  at the bar
 Visitors who behave noisily, destroy, leave garbage or urinate in public when 

leaving the club ,will be addressed and will be refused entry in the future.



If you have any questions or comments about our door policy, we would be happy 
to answer you by email: radio@radioradio.radio



